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Cuba’s Human Trafficking Business: A Huge State-Run Enterprise
By Maria C. Werlau and Mark P. Lagon1
Contrary to fighting human trafficking, the Cuban government is likely one of the largest and most
profitable traffickers in the world. What makes the Cuban case unique is that human trafficking is
an operation run by the government through numerous state enterprises and often with
accomplices, participants, sponsors, and promoters all over the world.
Cuba’s human trafficking business has been growing exponentially in the last decade and consists
of four different facets: i) Export services of temporary workers; ii) “State-sponsored or forced
migration;” iii) Forced labor and sex trafficking; and iv) Export sales of human blood and body
parts. Cuba as a country, in fact, derives its main source of revenues from the first two.
Export services of temporary workers
Cuba’s export labor force consists of generally highly qualified workers and is quite diverse; it
includes doctors and other health professionals (including even veterinarians and students of
medicine posing as doctors), sports trainers, teachers, geologists, construction workers,
entertainers, sailors, tobacco rollers, scientists, architects, engineers, agronomists, technicians of
all sorts, etc. They can be dispatched overseas at short notice — for months in the case of natural
disasters — and usually work as temporary laborers for 2 to 3 years and oftentimes are part of
brigades.
Numerous and diversified services are sold through large state entities, such as Servicios Médicos
Cubanos, S.A. - ServiMed and the group BioFarma Cuba, both specialized in health services, and
at least 84 smaller state entities under the auspices of the Centro de Promoción del Comercio
Exterior y la Inversión Extranjera de Cuba - CEPEC (Center for the Promotion of Foreign
Commerce and Investment).2 This is a huge and growing business. The latest published official
data is for the year 2011 and indicates that Cuba’s export services net of tourism grew by 891%
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from 2003 to 2011 (US$1,520 million to US$7,778).3 In 2015-16, several high-ranking Cuban
government officials reported to media outlets that export services were generating Cuba around
US$8.2 billion a year.
The Cuban state has achieved this huge money-making business by expanding a decades’ long and
formerly more limited practice of entering into “cooperation agreements” to sell the services of its
citizens as temporary workers — in health and other fields — mostly to other governments, and in
some cases to corporations in different countries. In exchange, it gets hard currency or oil
shipments, amortizes its debts, or finds other creative forms of payment in addition to international
leverage, fodder for propaganda, and assorted political and economic benefits.
Together with its workers, the Cuban regime exports — even to democratic countries — its usual
repression of labor and human rights. The workers must leave their families behind and while
abroad must agree to contribute the sizeable part of their wages to the Cuban state. Health workers,
including doctors, are prevented from obtaining their educational records or professional
credentials4 and, if they “defect”, are not be allowed to join their families for years; loved ones left
behind then endure reprisals and systematic harassment.5 Interviews with health workers as well
as reports in media sources from different countries indicate that while serving abroad many of
these workers face considerable hardships; typically they must work long hours without adequate
rest, endure arbitrary restrictions of movement, are forbidden from socializing with locals, and
have their passports retained. In some locations, they are sent to live in unsafe, remote, and even
dangerous areas,6 their living quarters lack privacy, hygiene, and basic comforts, and their stipends
are insufficient to cover even the most basic needs. They are systematically subjected to
surveillance and control by trained agents and spies sent by Cuba or working for Cuba in the host
countries. In some countries, such as Venezuela, they must fulfill political tasks such as attending
political meetings, delivering medicine to poor patients while requesting their vote for the Chavez
government, and spreading political propaganda.
This practice constitutes a form of slavery, which is generally understood as: “The status or
condition of a person over whom any or all of the powers attaching to the right of ownership are
exercised.”7 It tramples on international standards concerning the prohibition of “servitude”8 and
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violates many international agreements to which Cuba and most countries where these workers
serve are parties and whose domestic legislations reflect them, including the Trafficking in Persons
Protocol, the Palermo Protocol (to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking In Persons), several
ILO (International Labor Organization) Conventions, and Article 23 of the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights.9
Cuba’s business of exporting indentured workers, including its unique brand of “health
diplomacy,” is possible only in a totalitarian state in which a pool of guaranteed captive workers
it can exploit as “exportable commodities.” Most of the Cuban economy is in the state’s hands and
most workers, including professionals, may not practice privately. The state ¾ the sole employer
¾ pays one of the lowest hourly wages in the world. Doctors, for example, earn a monthly average
salary of around US$40 (after a raise from US$25 in June 2014). Because wages barely guarantee
survival, they are often eager to serve overseas, as they are paid some compensation in hard
currency. This allows them to save and fix their roof at home or ship back home consumer goods
not available in Cuba.
It is impossible to tell how many Cuban workers are part of this scheme. From a review of dozens
of quotes from Cuban authorities and various officials, and a review of government statistics, the
purported policies and data are inconsistent. But, to pick a recent figure from Cuba’s official media
attributed to a high-ranking Cuban government official (the Director General of the Ministry of
Foreign Commerce and Investment), in July 2014 64,362 Cubans were reportedly serving the
government in 91 countries; 75%, or 48,271, were in the health sector. Altogether, they were
expected to generate US$8.2 billion in revenues for Cuba, which means that health workers would
proportionately generate US$6,150 billion.10
It should also be noted that, in Cuba, all local employees of embassies, international organizations,
and foreign businesses are subjected to similar exploitation, as they may not be hired or paid
directly, their wages are subject to confiscation by the state that is generally over 90% and they do
not enjoy universally-recognized worker rights.
State-sponsored or forced migration
“State-sponsored” or “forced” migration by states is not a typical form of human trafficking, but
it is taking place at a very large scale and results from the direct and indirect practices of the Cuban
state that force, push and/or enable its desperate citizens to migrate in the tens of thousands each
year.
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The practice seeks to alleviate political and economic pressure on the government while generating
billions in revenues. There is anecdotal evidence of creative and elaborate criminal schemes run
covertly by operatives or agents of the regime, particularly from Cuba’s Ministry of the Interior.
These individuals, usually posing as free agents, secure travel or immigrant documents to other
countries and transport people through air, sea and land, often greatly endangering lives, to the
tune of $10,000 per migrant. U.S. law enforcement agencies reportedly know of and have
investigated some of these practices.
Once Cubans arrive overseas, particularly in the U.S., where they were until last January almost
automatically admitted, they start to send remittances, merchandise, and all sorts of assistance back
home, plus fund the flights from Cuba of those left behind. To allow people to leave, such as those
with visas to the U.S. under a 20,000 annual quota, the Cuban state charges them excessive fees
for special permits and required medical check-ups costing more than the annual average salary.
Obtaining a passport, as of January 14, 2013, costs the equivalent of 5.3 months of the total wages
of the average worker; in the U.S., comparable passport fees were on that date $19,836.84 and
$4,000 more every two years.11
According to Professor Soren Triff, the “Cuban model’ of forced migration consists of
“…exploiting capitalist partners to prop up the regime, as it continues to subject its people to a
survival economy. Those who attempt to change acceptable public behavior, economic or social,
become internal “enemies” of the State. The regime harasses them with inspections, fines, jail
time, taxes, the confiscation of their goods, and low-paying jobs, or ones that do not match their
professional qualifications. All this amounts to a state of persecution. Expulsion from the country
is a consequence of the above.”12
The mass migration has been greatly fueled in recent years by changes the government made to
Cuba’s migration law starting January 2013 that loosened travel restrictions and permit Cubans to
travel without an exit permit. At least 389,000 Cubans arrived just in the United States in the eight
years of the Obama Administration, from 2008 to 2016.13 According to experts, family remittances
and assistance flowing to Cuba from the U.S. alone surpasses US$5 billion a year.14
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Sex trafficking
A 2008 documentary based on a journalistic investigation15 proved compellingly that prostitution
of 16 years old girls was taking place not only on the street, but also in schools with the
participation of teachers ¾ all employees of the state ¾ and police complicity. It also established
that a large sex exploitation network was operating with the acquiescence of authorities.16
In 2012, a confidential report of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) found that Cuba
was one of the primary tourist destinations for sex tourism that includes minors of both genders.
The report surmises that the child prostitution rings are maintained and promoted to increase
Cuba´s attraction as a tourism destination. (Over a million Canadians visit Cuba each year.)
Forced labor
In the streets of Havana and other cities, children are often seen doing diverse jobs and even
begging, forced by their parents to help support the family. In the agricultural fields, almost half a
million minors are reportedly put to work directly by the state, which alleges it is voluntary, or by
their parents, as, for lack of adequate transportation, they cannot attend school.17 In Cuban penal
facilities, certain prisoners must work uncompensated, long hours, and in harsh conditions.
Export sales of blood and body parts (organs, tissues and others).
Reliable international statistics confirm that Cuba exported products derived from human blood
from at least 1995 to 2014 at an average of US$30 million a year;18 these sales were mostly to
politically allied countries. Source blood for this business is obtained by the Cuban state without
the consent of volunteer and coerced donors, who are tricked into believing their donated blood is
for altruistic purposes ¾to save lives in Cuba or in countries hit by natural disasters. Cuban
workers, students, military conscripts, and prisoners are often coerced into fulfilling quotas for
blood donation. False medical information is provided to certain donors to mislead them into
donating regularly. In the 1960s, Cuba drained most of the blood from political prisoners prior to
their execution and reportedly sold it to countries such as Vietnam.19
Cuba sold to Brazil over US$88 million in human tissues and other body parts of unknown
provenance in 2013. Meanwhile, there are reports of suspected deaths for the harvesting of body
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parts, as well as of cadavers found to be missing major organs and most body parts, all suggestive
of sponsorship by the Cuban state. 20 Independent international investigation of this troubling
situation is greatly needed.
No accountability
Because most Cuban workers, migrant workers, child laborers, and prostituted females seemingly
consent to the practice constituting trafficking, it is important to clarify that the Trafficking in
Persons Protocol states: “The consent of the victim to the intended exploitation is irrelevant once
it is demonstrated that deception, coercion, force or other prohibited means have been used.” (Art.
3 subpara.(b.)) The definition of “trafficking in persons” includes “the abuse of power or of a
position of vulnerability or of the giving or receiving of payments or benefits to achieve the consent
of a person, for the purpose of exploitation.”21 Moreover, the Protocol establishes that there is no
such things as meaningful consent of minors in commercial sex; all child prostitution is trafficking
by definition.
Because the main perpetrator of the trafficking is the Cuban state —directly and indirectly— the
exploited fall hopelessly and systematically into a seeming black hole. The vast majority of Cubans
have no realistic choices in this totalitarian system ¾they must submit to the state that controls
everything and allows no independent advocates. Workers, for instance, must join the only allowed
union, Central de Trabajadores de Cuba (CTC), which is part of the government structure and
whose Secretary General is member of the Central Committee of the Communist Party.
In Cuba, there is no legal protection for victims, as there is no independent judiciary. The
Constitution (Art. 5) stipulates that the Communist Party is the superior and commanding force of
society and the state, existing for the construction of socialism and the path to the Communist
society. Everything and everyone is subordinated to it. There are no individual or collective rights
per se.. Judges, prosecutors and even defense lawyers all work for the state.22 The individual is,
thus, rendered totally unprotected, so much so that, for example, even after arriving in free
countries, most defecting doctors refuse to speak publicly about their victimization, terrified of
reprisals to their families and hoping to eventually be allowed back to visit their loved ones.
What is worse, that these victims are at the service of a dictatorship around the world is an open
and accepted fact by many academics, journalists, and even some non-profit organizations, which
treat this with indifference, complacency, or encouragement. Many are themselves victims of an
active machinery of influence and propaganda of the Cuban Communist regime.
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Few international mechanisms of protection and redress have been put in place. One notable
exception to the lack of international redress is the 2005 judgement in U.S. courts in favor of three
workers who were part of a 100-strong contingent sent by Cuba to work in a shipyard in Curacao
to pay off a state debt. 23 Some of the temporary workers escape and find safe harbor in the
countries where they serve. From August 2006 until January 2017, the U.S. Department of
Homeland Security and the Department of State jointly administered the “Cuban Medical
Professional Parole Program,” granting privileged visas into the U.S. to medical professionals
serving the Cuban state in over 60 countries who applied at the corresponding U.S. embassy. Over
7,000 health professionals are reported to have benefitted from the program until it was terminated
11 days before the end of the Obama Administration.
Given that Cuba reaps such huge benefits from the systematic enslavement and exploitation of its
citizens, it is essential for the United Nations, through all pertinent procedures, to investigate these
practices thoroughly and hold Cuba accountable, demanding its adherence to international law.
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